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Who you learn with?

Alison Ferrett is a Research Intelligence Customer Success Manager, 

supporting customers on the responsible use of Elsevier’s research 

intelligence solutions. 

Prior to this, Alison spent 14 years at the University of Plymouth, working 

in the research environment. She worked for the last five years as a 

Research Information Officer responsible for systems implementation 

and management. 

She was successful in rolling out and promoting systems including 

SciVal to support the University’s research strategy. Alison also worked 

as a research assistant with a team of researchers working on women’s 

health. 
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Journal and article ecosystem















Open Access and Open Science



Open access is one pillar of open science

• Open science describes a way of working 

which makes research more inclusive, 

more collaborative, and more transparent.

• Elsevier partners with the research 

community to enable open science.  

• We believe open science can benefit 

research and society and drive research 

performance. 
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Pilot agreements with an open access component
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The term ‘Open Access’ defined by so-

called Budapest Open Access Initiative 

in 2001

“By ‘open access’ to this literature [primarily 

peer-reviewed journal articles, as 

mentioned earlier in the Initiative], we mean 

its free availability on the public internet, 

permitting any users to read, download, 

copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the 

full texts of these articles, crawl them for 

indexing, pass them as data to software, 

or use them for any other lawful purpose, 

without financial, legal, or technical barriers 

other than those inseparable from gaining 

access to the internet itself. 

The only constraint on reproduction and 

distribution, and the only role for copyright 

in this domain, should be to give authors 

control over the integrity of their work and 

the right to be properly acknowledged and 

cited.”



Is open access the same as open science?

• Open science is a set of principles used to conduct, publish and 

disseminate research in a collaborative, inclusive and transparent 

way. In other words, it is a way of working that promotes 

openness

• Publishing gold open access (using the pay-to-publish model) or 

making an article openly available through other means are some 

but not all of the ways to advance open science.

• Some examples of other elements of open science, distinct from 

open access, are: open data, open methods, research integrity, as 

well as efforts to bring science into society.

https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-resources/research-data/open-data
https://www.elsevier.com/about/open-science/science-and-society/research-integrity
https://www.elsevier.com/about/open-science/science-and-society


Open access is enabled by…

Funders

Establishing open access policies 

and mandates 

Institutions 

Creating open access policies 

and repositories

Publishers

Implementing open access 

options for researchers

Researchers 

Being encouraged to publish 

research output open access 

Governments 

Deciding on open access policies 

and mandates

Readers

Looking for additional ways to read 

research content



Stakeholders have different research goals we are working 

to support





Department of Energy
• Deposit within 12m of 

publication 

OSTP
• Open access within 12m of 

publication

• Open data (if unclassified)

National Science Foundation
• Deposit within 12m of 

publication

Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute
• Gold OA preferred; open access 

within 12 months of publication

• Deposit in PMC if field applies

National Institutes of 

Health (NIH)
• Offers APC funding

• PMC deposit within 12m of 

publication

Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation
• Offers APC funding

• Immediate access to 

publication and data

Canada (CIHR, NSERC, 

SSHRC)
• Offers APC funding

• Open access within 12m of 

publication

HEFCE
• Deposit AM in repository 

(12/24 month embargo)

UKRI **policy under review**
• Gold – preferred, with funding 

available, CC BY 

• Open access within 12/24m

Wellcome Trust 
• Gold – preferred, with funding 

available, CC BY

• Open access within 6 months and 

deposit in PMC

• Fom 2021: Plan S compliant policy 

National Natural Science 

Foundation of China
• Deposit in NSFC repository 

within 12 months

European Commission (Horizon 2020 program).  

• APC funds available

• If not immediately available, deposit within 6 months 

(or 12 months for humanities and social sciences)

Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Deposit in institutional repository 

within 12m of publication

FWF (Austria)
• Offers APC funding; CC-BY required

• Green OA within 12m by depositing in a 

repository

JST and JSPS
• Open access as soon as 

possible by depositing  

in a repository

Worldwide Cancer Research
• Offers APC funding

• Deposit in PMC within 6m of 

publication

National Institute of Health Research
• Offers APC funding

• Gold mandatory, CC-BY and deposit in 

PMC within 6m of publication

Australian Research Council and National Health 

and Medical Research Council 
• Output should be made openly accessible within 12 

months of publication

Research Council Norway
• APC funds available

• Deposit in repository with 6m for 

STM and 12m for SSH

Research Council Sweden 

(Vetenskapsradet)
• APC funds available; CC-BY required

• Deposit in repository with 6m for STM 

and 12m for SSH

Netherlands Organisation for 

Scientific Research (NOW)
• Immediate open access mandatory

• Offers APC funding

Examples of funding body policies





Gold Open Access by region in 2022

45% OA

29%28%21%

Based on Scopus data, 21.11.2023



Open Access at Elsevier



Offering ~2,800 journals to the research 

communities 

1,000  Health Sciences

400    Life Sciences

900    Physical Sciences

300    Social Science & Economics

2,040
Hybrid (Subscription/OA)

630 
Gold Open Access

# journals per discipline # journals per publishing model

In 2021 Elsevier published:
• 119,000 gold OA articles

• 497,000 Subscription articles







Different shades of open access

• Gold: published under a CC license with publication costs covered by an Article Processing 

Charge (APC) either as Gold in full open access journals or Gold in hybrid journals.

• Green: archived accepted manuscript of articles published under the subscription model, 

typically after a 6-24 months embargo period.

• Bronze: publicly available to read without a CC license (e.g., Open Archives) 

• Platinum/Diamond/Subsidised: published under a CC license with publication costs 

typically covered by a third party (e.g., the society, the university etc.) behind the journal.

• Black: illegally stored final version of articles published under the subscription model



Gold open access

Gold open access: Articles published gold OA are immediately, permanently, and freely 

accessible for anyone to read and share. Libraries and other journal readers do not pay 

a subscription fee to access these articles. Publishing costs are covered by authors (or 

research funders on their behalf) with an article publishing charge (an APC — see 

more about this below). This is also described as “pay-to-publish.”

With gold OA, authors retain the copyright on their article, and they are able to apply a 

choice of creative commons end user licenses, which offer flexible options for sharing 

and reuse. Nearly all of Elsevier’s 2,700 journals offer a gold OA choice for authors.



Green open access

Green open access: Also known as self-archiving, green OA is an option where authors 

can upload a copy of their research article published under the subscription model to an 

institutional or other repository, which makes it available for anyone to read for free.

These research articles are subject to an embargo period — this means authors may 

have to wait a specified number of months before uploading the manuscript to a 

repository. The length of the embargo period depends on the journal.

See our sharing policy for more information.

https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/sharing


https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies-and-standards/pricing







Open Access agreements



Publishing models

Pay to Read (the subscription model)

Under the pay-to-read model, the cost of publication is 

covered by readers, typically in the form of subscriptions.

This way, the cost of publishing articles is spread across 

typically thousands of institutional and individual 

subscribers, who pay to receive access. 

There are two main routes for publishers to recoup the costs of publishing: Pay to Read and Pay to Publish

Pay to Read



Pay to Publish (the gold open access model)

In the case of Pay to Publish, individuals or institutions 

pay an Article Publication Charge (APC) upfront to 

cover the cost of publishing. These articles are made 

immediately and permanently available to the rest of the 

world on publication.  Readers do not pay a subscription 

to access these articles.

Publishing models

Pay to Publish

There are two main routes for publishers to recoup the costs of publishing: Pay to Read and Pay to Publish

open access 

articles



What is a transformative agreement?

The underlying principle is to ‘transform’ subscription spend to support OA publishing. 

Particularly popular in Europe as a way of driving immediate open access. 



More than 2000 institutions around the 

world are now able to publish open access 

through one of our transformational 

agreements.

Elsevier open access agreements

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/agreements

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/agreements


Licenses



Copyright licenses at Elsevier

Authors publishing gold open access have a choice between two Creative Commons (CC) 

licenses: CC-BY and CC-BY-NC-ND. A license tells readers what they can and can’t do with your 

article and ensures authors get credit for their work. 

CC-BY:

Attribution

This license lets others distribute, remix, adapt, and build upon your work, even commercially, 

as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of all the 

CC licenses. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials.

Source:

CC-BY-NC-ND:

Attribution-

NonCommercial-

NoDerivs

This license is the most restrictive of the CC licenses, only allowing others to download your 

works and share them with others as long as they credit you, but they can’t change them in 

any way or use them commercially.



User 

license

Authors

’ choice

Read, 

print, 

download

Redistribute 

or republish 

the final 

article 

Translate 

the article

Download 

for text and 

data mining 

purposes

Reuse 

portions or 

extracts from 

the article in 

other works

Sell or 

reuse for 

commercia

l purposes 

CC BY 34% Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CC BY 

NC ND 

66% Yes Yes Yes
(private use)

Yes Yes No

Here are a few details about the implications of 

each license for an OA article:

Copyright licenses at Elsevier

Learn more: https://creativecommons.org/about/





Bonus: Free access



Open archive



Open archive

Elsevier enables subscribers and the general 

public to have free access to archived material 

in over 140 Elsevier journals via ScienceDirect. 

• Articles featured in the archives are free for 

everyone to read and download and are made 

available after an embargo period

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/wiredscience/images/2007/06/07/stemcellcover.png&imgrefurl=http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2007/06/new_stem_cell_j/&usg=__EZGdoE36TSDxMm68b2x-FcDrN7c=&h=263&w=200&sz=101&hl=en&start=1&sig2=FXQKPacwtkxNe7xz7_5dZw&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=lO1gAwTVq7FaiM:&tbnh=112&tbnw=85&prev=/images?q=cell+journal&um=1&hl=en&tbs=isch:1&ei=D5icTP2QBsH88Ab03OCKDQ
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://iis-db.stanford.edu/pubs/11467/11467-small_journal_of_the_american_college_of_cardiology_(JACC).jpg&imgrefurl=http://healthpolicy.stanford.edu/publications/quantification_of_mitral_regurgitation_by_velocityencoded_cine_nuclear_magnetic_resonance_imaging/&usg=__N2UV91dSYwH-5HZ_cMVFZlUBKR0=&h=160&w=120&sz=10&hl=en&start=1&sig2=TB8heUan8OfZZ8wQCgCjxQ&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=jdy7LY2-2-VhqM:&tbnh=98&tbnw=74&prev=/images?q=Journal+of+the+American+College+of+Cardiology&um=1&hl=en&tbs=isch:1&ei=mJicTPr0F8O78gb9qcSZDQ


We continuously improve how we support researchers, 

reviewers, and editors - access

Elsevier has programs in place to ensure broad public access to research for those who need it.

Patient access

Patients and caregivers can make 

requests for individual papers related 

to medicine and healthcare at no 

cost. 

Access for disadvantaged communities/ emergencies

Through Research4Life, institutions in 120 low- and 

middle-income countries receive free or low cost access to 

nearly 100,400 peer reviewed resources and Scopus

Elsevier’s free health and medical research on the 

novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) and COVID-19

Free access to content for Ukrainian researchers and 

relevant articles freely available: Humanitarian 2022 Special Issue | 

Sustainable Development Goals - Resource Centre (relx.com)

https://www.elsevier.com/about/open-science/science-and-society
https://sdgresources.relx.com/special-issues/humanitarian-2022-special-issue
https://sdgresources.relx.com/special-issues/humanitarian-2022-special-issue


Useful links:

• Open access: https://www.elsevier.com/open-access

• Open access information for journal authors: 

https://www.elsevier.com/authors/open-access

• Open access licenses: https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-

licenses

• Article sharing policies: https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/sharing

• Sample publishing agreement for articles published open access with

• a commercial user license (CC BY): 
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/1243181/CC-BY-JPLA_updated_March-2022.pdf

• a non-commercial user license (CC BY-NC-ND): 
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1243188/CC-BY-NC-ND-JPLA_updated_March-2022.pdf

• Open science: https://www.elsevier.com/open-science

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/open-access
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/sharing
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/1243181/CC-BY-JPLA_updated_March-2022.pdf
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1243188/CC-BY-NC-ND-JPLA_updated_March-2022.pdf
https://www.elsevier.com/open-science


Thank you

Alison Ferrett, Customer Success Manager, Research Intelligence, Elsevier

a.ferrett@elsevier.com
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